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An archaeological evaluation at the rear of 60 North Street, Great
Dunmow, Essex
This is a summary report about an archaeological evaluation by trial-trenching
carried out by the Colchester Archaeological Trust (CAT) in December 2011 prior to
the construction of two detached houses on land behind 60 North Street, Great
Dunmow (TL 6278 2240) (Fig 1).
The Essex County Council Historic Environment Management (ECC HEM) team
advised that archaeological trial-trenching be undertaken because of the proximity
of the site of a Roman road extending north from Great Dunmow towards Thaxted
(HER 1185), and the potential on the site for the remains of late medieval to postmedieval occupation associated with the roadside settlement extending back from
North Street (Fig 1). The trial-trenching was undertaken in accordance with a written
scheme of investigation (CAT 2011) produced by CAT in response to a brief issued
by ECC HEM (HEM 2011- included with the report).
Two evaluation trenches (T1 & T2) were excavated within the footprints of the two
proposed houses (Fig 2) using a tracked excavator equipped with a toothless
ditching bucket. The trenches were excavated under archaeological supervision
through an imported dark-grey sandy-silt topsoil (L1) and an underlying clayey-silt
soil accumulation (L2) (Fig 4). The imported topsoil (L1) contained very few
inclusions and no finds. The presence of a fragment of flower pot in the buried soil
beneath L1 (L2) suggests that the topsoil was deposited here in the 20th century. At
the south end of T2 a layer of compacted orange sand, gravel and clay (L4) was
encountered beneath L1 at a depth of 0.4m below modern ground level (Fig 3).
Initially this layer was believed to be natural geology. However, the deposit was
found to have two parallel edges and overlay the buried topsoil layer L2. It is
probable that L4 is the remains of an old garden path.
The buried soil (L2) was very dry, compacted and notably clayey making it very
difficult to excavate. A small quantity of finds was recovered from L2 during its
excavation. A medieval pottery sherd and fragments of peg-tile were recovered from
L2 in T1, and medieval, post-medieval and modern pottery sherds as well as postmedieval brick and peg-tile fragments and a complete clay pipe bowl, were found in
L2 in T2 (see Appendix 1). The yellow/brown natural clay with small chalk nodules
(L3) was reached at a depth of 0.7m below modern ground level. Following
consultation with the ECC HEM officer, the lengths of the two trenches were
reduced to 4.5m x 2m (T1) and 4m x 2m (T2) as a result of the significant depth and
solidity of the soil in the two trenches, the excavation of which was resulting in
significant disturbance to the ground on which the houses were to be built.
Two small features had been cut into the natural clay in T2 (Fig 3). Both features
had similar clayey-silt fills. However, pit F2 contained modern roof slate and peg-tile
fragments whereas the shallow pit/linear terminal F1 contained a medieval pottery
sherd, animal bone and a fragment of peg-tile. It is possible that F1 could be
medieval in date although the medieval pot fragment may have been residual in a
later context.
No archaeological deposits or finds related to the Roman road or a potential
roadside settlement or cemetery, was identified during the evaluation. However,
medieval and post-medieval pottery sherds and CBM fragments recovered from
both trenches indicate that activity associated with the roadside settlement on North
Street during these periods extended a considerable distance back from the street
frontage.
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Appendix I: finds
by Stephen Benfield
A small quantity of bulk finds of medieval, post-medieval and modern date was
recovered from two evaluation trenches. The finds consist of pottery, ceramic
building material (CBM), clay pipe and animal bone. These were recovered from a
buried topsoil layer (L2) and two features (F1 & F2). The finds are listed in the table
below and spot dates are provided for each context finds number. The medieval
and post-medieval pottery fabric types refer to the Essex post-Roman fabric series
(Cunningham & Drury 1985; CAR 7 2000) and are listed below.
Table 1; Pottery fabrics
Fabric code
20
21
21A
40
48D
51B

Description
medieval sandy grey wares (general)
medieval sandy orange wares (general)
Colchester-type ware
post-medieval red earthen wares (general)
Staffordshire-type white earthen wares
flowerpot

Date
M12-M14C
13-15C
13-16C
16/17-18C
18/19-20C
19-20C

Table 2; Spot dated list of finds by context
Trench ctxt
T1

L2

T1

F1

T1

F2

T2

L2

T2

L2

finds finds
no
pottery Medieval: Fabric 21A 1@77 g, base of large
5
handle with traces of white slip/paint, possibly from a
cistern, possibly a Colchester product (14/15-16C)
CBM Post-Roman: peg-tile 6@955 g, large pieces,
12-14 mm thick, three with circular peg-holes up to
14 mm diameter
animal bone 1@16 g, worn tooth from mediumlarge mammal
pottery Medieval: Fabric 20 1@11 g
3
CBM peg-tile 1@16 g, fragment 13-14 mm thick,
traces of cream mortar on base
animal bone 3@43 g, medium-large mammal bone
pieces
CBM Post-Roman: peg-tile 3@93 g, fragment s 124
14 mm thick, round peg-hole, one with traces of
cream mortar on base
stone Slate 1@18 g, roof slate, probably 19-20C
pottery Medieval: Fabric 20/21 1@1 g, sherd flake.
1
Post-medieval: Fabric 40 1@27 g rim sherd from a
large bowl or pancheon; Fabric 48D 3@28 g, sherds
from bowl and small bowl (all plain white); Fabric
51B (flowerpot)
pottery Medieval: Fabric 20 3@17 g; Fabric 21
2
1@8g, sandy fabric an probably early (13-14C);
Fabric 21A(?) 1@1 g, white slip, possibly a
Colchester product. Post-medieval Fabric 40 2@ 35
g; Fabric 48D 2@10 g, (plain white)
CBM Post-Roman: peg-tile 18@674 g, 10-11 mm
thick, round fixing holes. Post-medieval: brick 1@89
g, fragment, red fabric, probably post-medieval
clay pipe 2@23 g complete bowl Crummy Type 12
(1988) dated c 1780-1820 & stem fragment
animal bone 3@43 g, medium-large mammal bone
pieces

spot date
14/15-16C

pottery
M12-14C

19-20C

19-20C

L18/19-20C
with
residual
medieval
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Appendix II: contents of archive
One A4 document wallet containing:
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Introduction
Copy of the evaluation brief issued by the ECC HEM team
Copy of the WSI produced by CAT
Risk assessment
1 A3 plan showing excavations in Great Dunmow

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Site archive
Digital photographic record
Context sheets (L1-L4, F1-F2, 2 trench sketch sheets)
Attendance register
Finds register
Site photographic record on CD
1 A3 section drawing sheet

3
Research archive
3.1 Monitoring (client) report
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Fig 2 Site plan.
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Fig 3 Results.
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